CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background and Problems
Language is the ability to acquire and use complex systems of
communication particularly the human ability to do so, and a language is any
specific example of such a system. There are many languages in the world. One of
them is English. English is international language, which it is important in life
society. There is interact process when we do change language, we often call
communication.
Communication is a process where human interaction with another human.
The basic steps of communication are the forming of communicative intent,
message composition, message encoding, transmission of signal, reception of
signal, message decoding and finally interpretation of the message by the
recipient. In communication, people often use another language when they speak
with foreign. For instance mix code English with Indonesian. It is called
bilingualism process.
According to Haugen, there is no need however for a bilingual to use both
his language, it is enough that he knows them. It also can be said “knowledge of
two language” (309). It means that bilingualism can be defined as simply know
the second language.

For example: the host of breakout use two languages (Indonesian mix English) to
communicate with the audiences. However, they still can be called by bilingual.
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One of tools which is used in bilingulism process is a music tv (breakout) on Net
tv
On television, there are many music show but on Net tv, the host of music
show breakout When they speak with the audience, they can mix their language
from one code to another or it is known as code mixing.
Code mixing is occur when lexical items and grammatical features from two
languages appear in one sentence (Pieter Muysken, 2000: 1). Then aonther
definition by wardhaugh (1989: 103) says code mixing occurs when conversant
use both languages together to the extend that they change from one language to
the other in the course of a single utterance.
Based on the exaplanation above, I am interested in analyzing about code
mixing used by host of music show breakout on Net tv

1.2 Scope of Discussion
Based on the topic above that discussed in this paper are code mixing use
by the host of music show breakout on Net tv. The problems can be formulated as
follows:
1. What are the types of code mixing used by the host of breakout?
2. What factors are causing of code mixing used by the host of breakout?

1.3 Aims
In the scientific should have certain aims. There are three aims in this paper,
they are general aim, specific aim and academic aim. Each of them is explained as
follows:
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Generally, the aim of this paper is to practice myself in making a reserve
and to increase the knowledge that has been gained on campus as well as attract
the interest ofthe reader.
Specifically, the aim of this paper is to analyze in detail about code
mixing that is used when communicating between the host and the audience, and
to analyze the type and factor causes of the conversation.
Academically, the aim of this paper is to fulfill one of the requirement to
obtain S1 degree at English Department, Faculty of Letters Wamadewa Univesity.

1.4Theoretical Basis
To complete my research, I will use a theory from Pieter Muysken (2000) as
the main theory about code mixing, he states:
‘’The bilingual's choosing of one type of code-mixing or another is said to
depend on the grammatical structures ofthe languages involved as well as
on sociolinguistic andpsycholinguistic factors’’
and also I use another theories as the supporting theory proposed byWandaugh
(1986), he states:
‘’ code mixing is two languages used together by speakers. They do not
change from one language to the other utterance but insert some pieces or
elements of another language when he is using a certain language.
In addition I use other theories to support this research which are found in the last
of bibliography.
1.5 Method of Research
In doing this research, I have to use three methods, they are: data source,
data collection and data analysis. Each of them is explained as follows:
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In data source, this research is field research collected from hosts of
breakout. To get information I used observation method. I choose only one (1)
informant having the job as the host.
The next is data collection, all of the data werecollected by applying the
method of the recording, and taking a note. I downloaded a conversation between
the host and the audience with hand phone.In addition to listening through the
record, I also write it in a notebook.
Last method is data anlysis. After all the data were collected by reading
data repeatedly and next step it will be classified based on the type of code mixing
and factors causing the use of code mixing.
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